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Abstract

One of the principal difficulties in computational modeling of macromolecules is the vast
conformational space that arises out of large numbers of atomic degrees of freedom. This
problem is a familiar issue in the area of protein-protein docking, where models of protein
complexes are generated from the monomeric subunits. Although restriction of molecular
flexibility is a commonly used approximation that decreases the dimensionality of the problem,
the seemingly endless number of possible ways two binding partners can interact generally
necessitates the use of further approximations to explore the search space. Recently, growing
interest in using computational tools to build predictive models of PROTAC-mediated complexes
has led to the application of state-of-the-art protein-protein docking techniques to tackle this
problem. Additionally, the atomic degrees of freedom introduced by flexibility of linkers used in
the construction of PROTACs further expands the configurational search space, a problem that
can be tackled with conformational sampling tools. However, repurposing existing tools to carry
out protein-protein docking and linker conformer generation independently results in extensive
sampling of structures incompatible with PROTAC-mediated complex formation. Here we show
that it is possible to restrict the search to the space of protein-protein conformations that can be
bridged by a PROTAC molecule with a given linker composition by using a cyclic coordinate
descent algorithm to position PROTACs into complex-bound configurations. We use this
methodology to construct a picture of the energy landscape of PROTAC-mediated interactions in
a model test case, and show that the global minimum lies in the space of native-like
conformations.

Introduction

The interaction between the proteome and the metabolome is possible as a result of the ability of
folded proteins to harbor accessible compartments that can be occupied by guest molecules.
Biochemical pathways proceed through these contact points by a variety of mechanisms, such as
catalysis, allostery, and signal transduction across membranes. The treatment of disease at the
molecular level has traditionally relied on the use of naturally derived or synthetic small
molecules to suppress targeted pathways by blocking access to these contact points through
competitive binding for the binding pocket. This approach requires high occupancy of the drug
employed at the intended binding sites to effectively outcompete the targeted interaction. An
alternative strategy that has recently gained attention is targeted protein degradation (TPD), in
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which the protein of interest is eliminated altogether by inducing its premature processing
through the protein degradation machinery.1

E3 ligases are principal actors in the targeted degradation of proteins. The formation of a
supra-molecular complex between the E3 ligase complex and a cytosolic protein results in
catalyzed covalent bond formation between surface-exposed lysine residues and endogenously
expressed ubiquitin proteins. The number of ubiquitin units appended, as well as the location of
the attachment point, directs the protein toward specific protein degradation pathways.

Proteolysis targeting chimeras (PROTACS) are a novel class of drug candidates composed of
two or more protein binding moieties (with at least one being an E3 ligase binder) joined
together by a linker segment. Concurrent binding of the molecule to each of the targets is
intended to bring the protein of interest in close proximity to the E3 ligase complex, resulting in
its ubiquitination and subsequent degradation. It is clear that the linker is not a neutral actor in
the formation of the supramolecular complex, as the linker lies at a central position between the
interacting proteins. The linker must be capable of folding so that it does not interfere with the
interaction between proteins, and must find a way to nestle at the protein-protein interface.2 Such
folding should be energetically neutral at worst, but may also contribute to enhancing the
protein-protein interaction by the formation of hydrophobic interactions at the protein complex
surface.3

The difficulty in anticipating the three-dimensional arrangement of the resulting
protein-PROTAC-protein complex makes the selection of the linker composition and length a
non-trivial task. Typically this selection is carried out in an exploratory manner, where a library
of candidate bifunctional molecules are synthesized with varying lengths and polymeric
subunits.4,5 Accurate prediction of the structural determinants of PROTAC-mediated
protein-protein interactions could serve to narrow the set of viable candidate molecules, saving
valuable resources and shortening the drug-discovery timeline.

Modeling of PROTAC-bridged complexes encompasses two distinct problems, each of which
covers vast areas of conformational space: protein-protein docking and linker conformational
sampling.6 At the intersection between these two spaces exists a reduced subset of conformations
where the protein-protein complex can be bridged by the bifunctional PROTAC molecule (Fig.
1). To date, strategies for the computational modeling of PROTAC-mediated complexes have
attempted to explore each of these spaces independently and to identify from these searches a
subset of structures existing at this intersection.
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Figure 1. Schematic of the conformational search space in the modeling of PROTAC-bridged complexes. A large
portion of the protein-protein interaction space is not compatible with PROTAC bridging (yellow sphere). Much of

linker conformational space is not compatible with protein-PROTAC-protein complex formation. At the intersection
of these two spaces lies the region of accessible states of PROTAC-bridged complexes.

In protein-protein docking calculations, the structure of the complex is predicted from the
unbound subunits. In a typical setup, one molecule is kept fixed while the other is allowed to
explore rotational and translational degrees of freedom. Within this six-dimensional search space
there is a large number of conformations where the subunits are situated within van der Waals’
contact and can bury part of their surface areas. Efficient sampling of this space has necessitated
the use of simplified representations, either in the form of discretization of a set of degrees of
freedom, or by coarse-grained models of protein structure.7 Grid discretization enables the use of
harmonic analysis methods to accelerate the search. In this approach, transformation of the
representation into Fourier space allows for the direct calculation of the best displacement along
chosen degrees of freedom according to the scoring function employed. In the coarse-grained
model approach, protein structure is simplified to a reduced representation consisting of units
which serve to model the collective behaviour of groups of atoms.8 As molecular interactions are
calculated in an atom pairwise manner, a reduction in the number of “atoms” in the model results
in an exponential decrease in computational cost. Simplified representations come at the cost of
loss of structural information, and serve primarily to identify wide regions of protein-protein
interaction space around the vicinity of the free energy minimum of interaction. This procedure,
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commonly referred to as a “global search”, is usually followed by a refinement step (“local
search”) using a full atom representation.7

The second problem encountered in the modeling of PROTAC-bridged complexes is the
conformational search along the torsional degrees of freedom of the linker. The high rotational
freedom in commonly used linker chains results in large sets of possible conformers. Notably,
Drummond and Williams used the PDB structure 5T35 to explore a number of different
techniques for generation of linker conformations compatible with PROTAC-mediated
protein-protein complex formation.9,10 In one methodology, the complex is placed in a
configuration where the linker is fully extended, and displacements along linker rotational
degrees of freedom are sampled with a Monte Carlo procedure. However, this method was found
to perform poorly and was not able to recover any crystal-like poses (defined as an Cɑ RMSD ≤
10 Å between the X-ray crystal structure coordinates and the predicted pose). The more
successful methods relied on performing conformational sampling of the linker using MOE
modelling software. The best performing method involved carrying out protein-protein docking
and linker conformational sampling independently, and then combining the two sets of results to
generate candidate ternary complexes. Bai et. al. followed a similar line of attack, where
constrained protein-protein docking in Rosetta and linker conformational sampling using
OMEGA were performed independently, and models were constructed by combining results
from the two sets of data.11

Zaidman et. al. took a different approach, where data obtained from random sampling of
PROTAC conformations was used to inform the protein-protein docking calculations.12 These
data were fed in as constraints to an initial docking procedure, followed by refinement using
unconstrained docking in RosettaDock. Generation of bridged complexes is attempted for each
model using random conformational sampling of the linker.

Here, we develop a methodology to restrict the protein-protein docking procedure to the space of
conformations where both partners are able to bind to the PROTAC molecule. The resulting
space is greatly reduced relative to the ligand-free docking, since the linker can only bridge
across proteins in a limited number of bound conformations. This constraint should allow for
extensive sampling of the energy landscape of the accessible structures given a certain linker
structure length. Exploration of this energy landscape would allow for the identification of
regions of low-energy conformations.
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Figure 2. A) Initial configuration of protein-protein docking procedure. Linker is in fully extended conformation. B)
Perturbation of mobile chain and PROTAC by random displacement along all six degrees of freedom. Target points
are atomic coordinates of selected atoms on protein-binding moiety as found in the X-ray crystal structure file. C)
Linker conformational variability is created by randomization of linker torsonal angles within selected bounds. D)
PROTAC is repositioned in the fully bound configuration by rotation along linker rotatable bonds by using a cyclic

coordinate descent algorithm.

To achieve this, we begin with a protein-PROTAC-protein complex with a fully extended linker.
Each of the dihedral angles for rotatable bonds on the linker is set to be 180 degrees, and the
proteins are placed appropriately to bind to their respective moieties (Fig. 2a). It may be that the
proteins are placed in such a way that there is extensive overlap between the two molecules.
However, these overlaps need not be a problem, since this high-energy conformation can be
relaxed during the conformational sampling.13 When applying small torsional and translational
displacements to the mobile chain, we can expect that the optimal linker conformation will not
differ substantially from the previous step. Therefore, the conformational search along the linker
rotational degrees of freedom can be restricted to deviate only within a certain range, reducing
the space of linker conformations that must be explored.

In our methodology, the mobile chain is displaced along with the PROTAC molecule, and a
Cyclic Coordinate Descent (CCD) procedure is employed to reposition the ligand back into the
pocket of the stationary chain (Fig. 2b,d). In the process, an ensemble of linker conformations is
generated by incorporating a randomization step (Fig. 2c). If a protein displacement is such that
the linker is unable to bridge the two ligands, that displacement step is rejected. In this manner,
the docking procedure is restricted to the space of bridgeable conformations.
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Methods

Input Preparation

X-ray crystal structure coordinates were retrieved from the Protein Data Bank,14 and the
protein-PROTAC-protein complex was prepared using the Protein Preparation Tool in Maestro
(Schrodinger Release 2020-3). Hydrogens were added, the hydrogen bonding network was
optimized, and protonation states were determined in the presence of the ligand. Structures were
energy-minimized with heavy atoms constrained to within 0.3 Å. CHARMM22 topology and
parameter files were constructed for the PROTAC ligands using the CGenFF web server.15,16

PROTAC constrained protein-protein docking

Docking calculations were carried out by maintaining the E3 ligase protein stationary and
applying rigid body transformations to the target-PROTAC complex. Torsional angles along the
PROTAC linker region were adjusted by rotation of atoms on the E3 ligase-binding end of the
molecule. To generate a starting conformation, all torsional angles along the linker were set to
180°, and target protein and PROTAC were displaced to align the E3 ligase binding moiety with
the crystallographic position.

Monte Carlo Sampling

Global Docking was carried out by using a simulated annealing procedure, where random
rotations and translations of the target-PROTAC complex were performed. After each step in the
search, the E3 binding moiety is displaced from its crystallographic position in the binding
pocket. The conformation of the linker is therefore adjusted to reposition the E3 binding moiety
at the correct location. This step is accomplished by using a cyclic coordinate descent (CCD)
algorithm, as originally applied to protein loop closure calculations by Canutescu et. al.17

A range of linker conformations is considered by creating 100 copies of the PROTAC, and
adjusting each of the linker torsional angles by a random amount before carrying out the CCD
procedure. Complete randomization of the linker (assigning each torsional angle a value between
0° and 360°), yields conformations that are too distant from the starting conformation, resulting
in a low success of linker closure. Therefore, we restrict randomization of each torsional angle to
take on values of -135° to +135°. Although this reduction only restricts each torsional angle to
75% of its accessible value, it results in restricting the total linker conformational space to (0.75)n

of all possible values. For a linker with 14 rotatable bonds, only 1.78% of the total
conformational space is accessed. By using the torsion from the previous step as the starting
point for linker randomization, the search can be restricted to the space of linker conformations
most accessible at the current step. Further randomization is obtained by selecting torsional
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angles at random during the CCD procedure, rather than sequentially as originally described.17

The RMSD criteria between the anchor and target atoms is set to 0.5 Å, and conformers that fail
to close after 10,000 CCD steps are discarded.

Each conformer generated is assigned an initial probability, with all conformations being equally
probable. Protein chains are treated using a rigid body approach, so that each side chain
conformation is kept fixed and assigned a probability of 1.0. Scoring at each Monte Carlo step is
done by using a probabilistic approach to calculate a Boltzmann weighted average potential
energy over all conformations, with the conjugate parameter β set to 0.5 kcal/mol.18–21 This
procedure allows for linker flexibility to be considered in the scoring, with multiple
conformations contributing to the average energy. Potential energy terms were calculated using
CHARMM22 vdW, electrostatic, and dihedral parameters. Protein intramolecular energy terms
are ignored in the energy term, the cut-off for non-bonded interactions was set to 8 Å, and a cap
of 1000 kcal/mol was placed on all pairwise energy terms. Points along the trajectory where no
linker conformations are successfully generated are automatically rejected. A simulated
annealing program was applied, with an exponential decay function.22 Runs consisted of 4000
sampling steps, starting from an effective temperature of T0 =3000 and a decay constant of
τc=1000. At each MC trial, random displacements were applied to all six degrees of freedom,
with maximum rotation step sizes set to 10° and maximum translation step sizes set to 0.1 Å.

Results and Discussion

As has been noted by Bai et. al., modeling of PROTAC-mediated complexes should yield a
complete picture of the accessible states in solution and not only aim to recover the X-ray crystal
structure conformations. While molecules subjected to crystallization conditions anneal to a
well-defined single state, the object of the PROTAC approach is to induce the association of
protein partners which have not naturally evolved to form complexes. Therefore, it is unlikely
these induced complexes exist in a single well-defined conformation in solution, as the resulting
interfaces have not been optimized by nature. It is reasonable to assume that the free energy
landscape should be composed of multiple energy minima, and lack a single deep energy well.
Given the lack of a large enthalpic driver of protein-protein association, the presence of a number
of accessible states would in theory help to lower the change in free energy between the bound
and unbound forms, since there is an entropic benefit from having a set of accessible states rather
than a single metastable state. We hypothesize that the ideal length of a PROTAC linker should
not be one where the complex is not locked into one particular state, but rather the linker length
should produce an energy landscape where the complex can form favorable interactions in a
variety of conformations. However, the linker should not be so long as to create enthalpic and
entropic penalties for the association of the PROTAC with the two binding partners.
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To investigate the utility of our method in mapping the energy landscape of PROTAC mediated
protein-protein interactions, we followed the approach of Drummond and Williams and used the
PDB structure 5T35 as a test model. We considered chain H (Von Hippel-Lindau disease tumor
suppressor) as the stationary chain, and chain E (Bromodomain-containing protein 4) as the
mobile protein. Our objective was not only to recover the crystal structure of the native protein,
but to map out the space of possible ternary complexes.

We therefore carried out an exhaustive search using a simulated annealing approach, starting
from a fully extended PROTAC conformation. To determine if this procedure was capable of
identifying a native-like conformation during a typical run, we carried out ten MC runs and
selected the lowest energy conformation from each one. We observed that this methodology is
capable of finding native-like poses with reliable reproducibility, where the lowest energy
docked conformation has a Cɑ RMSD ≤ 10 Å in seven out of the Monte Carlo runs (Table 1.)
The other three runs identified alternate conformations which were closely related. These poses
represent an alternate conformation where favorable interactions can be made between the
protein partners and the ligand.

Replica Energy
(kcal/mol)

⍺-Carbon
RMSD (Å)

Replica Energy
(kcal/mol)

⍺-Carbon
RMSD (Å)

1 -252.204 7.5 6 -239.256 9.8

2 -228.692 24.4 7 -264.127 5.5

3 -249.892 24.9 8 -288.955 7.3

4 -247.938 24.8 9 -267.819 6.2

5 -250.945 9.4 10 -260.176 7.6

We then aggregated the points sampled during all ten runs and used these to construct a full
picture of the energy landscape using RMSD from the native conformation as the collective
variable (Fig. 3A). A picture emerges of a landscape with two distinct minima, with the global
minimum located in the region below the 10 Å cut-off point. The lowest energy structure has the
mobile chain positioned in a nearly identical orientation as the crystal conformation, but with the
two chains situated further apart (Fig. 3C). This is likely a result of the repulsive term of the vdW
interaction becoming dominant at these close distances, preventing the complex from forming a
tightly packed interface. Incorporation of an all-atom energy minimization step with backbone
flexibility could potentially aid in resolving this over-sampling of interatomic overlaps and allow
for closer contact between the subunits in the complex. However, native-like contacts are
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recovered in this model, with electrostatic interactions between the same amino acid side chain
pairs (Fig. 3B).

Figure 3. A) Energy landscape of protein-target interactions from 5T35 B) Ionizable residues at the protein-protein
interface in the crystal structure and at energy landscape minima. C) Crystal structure of 5T35 (green). Lowest

energy conformation sampled after ten Monte Carlo runs (yellow).
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We also observe that the alternate conformations observed in three out of the ten Monte Carlo
runs lie at a distinct local minimum. Although this minimum appears to be more shallow and
narrow than the global minimum, the complexes in this region form stabilizing contacts along
the resulting interface, and likely represent a conformational state which is significantly
populated in solution.

Our methodology relies on choosing the starting point on the energy landscape where only one
linker conformation is geometrically allowed. We are then able to efficiently build a set of
PROTAC structures at each Monte Carlo step by assuming that the conformation of the linker
should not deviate wildly from one step to the next. The ensemble of PROTAC structures at each
step need not all have the same chemical composition. Candidates with different linker lengths
and polymer subunits could potentially be generated. As linkers of different lengths will position
the ternary complexes at different points on the landscape when fully extended, the design
procedure would require traversing the landscape in such a way as to perform an initial pass
through all these initial points. The capability to construct viable PROTAC-mediated complexes
along the search trajectory opens up the possibility of introducing design capabilities into the
procedure, with the potential to accelerate the process of designing bifunctional molecules for
therapeutic purposes.
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